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About [Enter your Name] 
 

 Your credentials, expertise and/or affiliation 
 Etc. Dedicated to… 
 Etc. Promotes….. 
 Etc.  
 Etc. 
 Add your weblink www.XXXXX 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is brought to you by a partnership between your organization and Crown Bees. We bring together the love of gardening and bees to create healthy garden pollination and yields. Discuss briefly your organization and provide some background on yourself. Perhaps identify a project or two in which you participated that supports this presentation. 
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About Crown Bees 
 

 Leading mason bee education & pollination company 
 Markets gentle mason bees and bee products 
 Develops and field tests bee-safe products 
 Member of Orchard Bee Association 
 Advisor to scientific researchers 
 Partner with National Garden Clubs, Inc. (NGC) 
 Products sold in the USA, Canada, and Europe. 
 Visit www.crownbees.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Headquartered in Woodinville, Washington. In this partnership we promote bee awareness and the BeeGAP program which we will discuss during this presentation. 

http://www.gardenclub.org/�


And 1/3 of crops 
to feed our meat 
sources  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is there so much talk about bees?  And why should we care about bees in our garden? They are vital pollinators for food and plants. Bees directly pollinate 1/3 of the grown food we consume. But that is not all. Bees also pollinate the crops needed to feed our meat sources such as cattle, pigs, and chickens. Bees help with another third of what we eat.  The middle picture is a carrot seed plant that is about 4’ high.  Bees are needed to produce the seeds.Plants have flowers for a reason… to attract pollinators.   No other reason.  There are other pollinators out there…  butterflies, flies, beetles, ants, nighttime moths and bats…  there are numerous methods where the pollen is transferred.  It’s nothing magical.  You can pollinate a tree blossom with a pair of mittens!



 Sole Reliance for Crops, Orchards  
 Decline Debate 

Mono-Pollination (honey bee) puts food supply at risk 
 

Multi-Pollination (mason bees & other types)  
protects food supply 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The honey bee is a wonderful insect with a long history of use in crop and orchard pollination.  There are reports of worldwide concern about their decline. Others say it is just the cycle of bee life. In different parts of the USA, some gardeners have an abundance of bees and others have limited or no bees. Either way, the result is inadequate food and plant pollination. What we do know is that we need sustainable bee pollination. The process of Mono-pollination puts our food supply at risk. Multi-Pollinators (pollinating with many types of bees) protect our food supply. Mason bees and other native bees are overlooked excellent pollinators that we can add to many of our gardens and yards. We’ll discuss the 3 basic needs of bees in a moment. First, let’s look at the pollinator issue. 



  
 
Chemicals 

Honey Bee 
Issues  

 
 
 

Missing bee habitats 

Reliance on only  
the 

 
 Honey Bee 

Not enough 
bees in yards!!! 

Mites, viruses, 
 
 
 

diseases, pests 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientists are trying to answer the question, “what’s causing the decline in honey bees?”Colony Collapse Disorder is a coined term that has not been solved, and may never.  There are too many variables in the equation.Varroa (pronounce: varəwə) mites are a huge issue.Viruses, like the Israel Acute Paralysis Virus, Nosema (pronounce:nōsēmə), and many other problems impact the industrious honey bees. Chemicals, specifically broad spectrum insecticides are lethal to all insects, not just the honey bees.We have too pristine of gardens…  Bees need holes in old trees/logs.  Ground nesting bees need undisturbed ground…  beauty bark prevents nesting.When you place all of your bees in one basket… we become too reliant on its use.  When it fails, the farmers are not able to react.  Monoculture (hundreds of acres of one crop) has developed because the honey bee is used.  If we didn’t have honey bees, we would pollinate differently.Across the US, bees of all 4,000 species are disappearing.  Most bees we don’t seem to care about.  All focus is on the honey bees.  This Mono focus threatens our food supply.  If there is an issue with the honey bee, we won’t have enough backup.



While researchers 
search for honey bee 

answers… 

There is a Powerful  
Pollination Solution! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientists have been working on solutions to the declining honey bees since 2005 or so. Meanwhile, we need sustainable pollination.  There is a powerful solution…  using solitary bees (next page.)



Create Natural, Edible Landscapes 
Add Efficient Mason Bees for Pollination 

 

Increase our Mason Bee Population 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edible Landscapes are gardens full of pollen rich plants and fruits. These are nutritious foods for our bees. Keep them fed and you will increase your bee population and pollination results.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide looks to help the gardeners think through how to design their gardens to be more eco-balanced.  If one has an expansive green lawn, that’s ok.  We’re trying to get gardeners to shift from pristine landscapes borrowed from England years ago to more natural, sustaining, and bee-friendly yards. Every yard, no matter the size, can make a difference. You define what is a beautiful yard, not others!We recommend having your audience discuss this.  What other misconceptions should we be considering?  Who sets the vision for the ideal yard?  Is it the fashion magazines, the chem-lawn companies, or the housing covenant that forces compliance or be fined?  Limit hybridsPollinating bees are reluctant to sting.  Try this out for yourself.  The bees move away from you always.  It’s only when you are on top of their hive (social bees) that they shift to “Protect the Queen and eggs” resulting in getting stung.  You’ll learn that solitary bees don’t sting unless you try to squish them in your hands.



• Plant pollen/nectar flowers~bloom first to last frost 
• Add herbs, fruit trees, nuts, veggies, annual/perennial  
• Cluster flowers, about 3’ x 3’: pretty, easy pollination 
• Limit hybrids and double blossoms~little pollen for bees 

Blossoms 
store bee 
nutrition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clusters of flowers are not only easier for bees to pollinate, they also tend to be more attractive than single flowers.Hybrids and double blossoms can be pretty in the garden, but they produce little or no pollen, which bees need for nutrition.  



Avoid broad spectrum insecticides  
• Kills all bees and beneficial insects 
• Creates an unbalanced garden ecology 
• Yards need some pests, which are food 

for beneficial insects 

Natural way to control garden pests 
Add/Protect Beneficial Insects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are times where there are no solutions for a pest in a yard.  However, a yard out of ecological and natural balance winds up having pest problems.  A gardener has killed the beneficial insects forcing a need for chemicals to solve the pest problem. Insecticides kill bees, harm your yard and garden. Emphasize that a garden NEEDS pests.  Without pests, beneficials move on to find pests to eat elsewhere.Read labels.  Many tell you to not spray on open flowers or near water.  Bees that touch these flowers or water die quickly



The Power of ONE for Your Garden 
 

1. Add ONE native flowering plant to your yard 
2. Grow ONE piece of food ~ a fruit tree or tomato 
3. Safely dispose of ONE chemical from your shelf 
4. Set up ONE mason bee house in your/friend’s 

yard 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a gardener does just one of these actions, they might do a second.  However, without that first step… there will be no more.  We encourage you to also say, now after that first native flower, plant another.  Invasive, imported plants are strangling our native plants. Take back our natural habitats. You don’t have to redesign your entire yard, just add native plants. Throw away another toxic chemical as well! But safely dispose of the chemical to protect our environment.  Raise mason bees in your garden or yard. If not possible, you can also help a friend’s yard.  The goal is to help increase your pollination and the bee population.





Only honey bees produce honey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the difference between social and solitary bees. Social bees have queens, drones, nursery, clean up, sentry, pollen gathers, nectar gathers, etc. Solitary bees have only a male and female.  The males mate and die within a few weeks.  The females do all chores.Only honey bees and bumble bees (1/2 cup a year for the overwintering queen) provide honey.  NO other bees do.Kick a hive or stand on top of a ground nesting hive and you’ll get stung.  Everything is “protect the queen and her eggs.”Social bees are sophisticated and can communicate with one another. Solitary bees are more simplistic and take care of their own business so there is no need to communicate. Honey bees can be expensive to raise as opposed to solitary bees. They are very low cost with low maintenance needs.Solitary BeesVastly easier to raise. With solitary bees, there are only male and female roles.  The male is dead in two weeks and the female does every other chore.Because the female can’t defend a hole AND gather pollen/nectar/mud/lay eggs, she doesn’t defend the hole.  It’s VERY hard to get stung.  The venom is less than that of a mosquito. You can’t get anaphylactic shock from solitary bees.Honey bees might pollinate 10-15 flowers a day.  It’s because they are such good pollen gatherers that causes this.  The bees clean the pollen from their undersides and combined with saliva, stick it to their back legs.  Mason bees are far less efficient.  Thy belly flop on flowers and repeat this process until they have enough stuck to their undersides. Pollen falls off everywhere.  Virtually all flowers they touch in a day are pollinated… about 2000 plus. 



30% nest in hives 
(social) 

 
 

        Aglaia                Mason Bee               Leafcutter           Mud Dauber  

     Bumblebee       Digger Bee     Alkaline Bee  

Honey Bees Hornets Paper Wasps 

 

 30% nest in ground 
(social & solitary) 

 40% nest in holes (solitary) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There of lots of bees that you can find in your garden and yards. They can be grouped by where they call home.



Mason Bees are 
Excellent Pollinators 
Gentle & Easy to Raise 

 Mason bees pollinate spring fruits, plants 
 Leafcutters pollinate summer fruits, veggies 
 You’ll likely find other seasonal bees and 
other struggling wildlife attracted to your edible 
garden and bee habitat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are many types of bees, this presentation focuses on mason bees. The blue orchard pollinates in the spring. The Leafcutter pollinates in the summer. Many people find that once their gardens and yards are bee-friendly, they attract other cousins and relatives of your gentle mason bees.In  addition, your eco-balanced yard will also be a haven to ourother struggling wildlife: caterpillars, butterflies, birds, amphibians, etc. Note to speaker if asked: Florida and some SE Gulf states do not have blue orchard or hornfaced bees. They have other native pollinating bees. There is a separate presentation for these areas. Information is also on the Crown Bees website.



6 Mason  
Bees 

360 
Honey 
Bees 

In an orchard, how many bees are needed to pollinate a tree? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most audiences think this visual graphic is fascinating.  This is based on pollinating an acre of almond trees (110 trees/acre) and about 30,000 bees in a hive.  Normally there are 2 hives/acre with about 40,000 bees flying.  This is based on ratio of 1:60 between mason bee and honey bee pollinators.



1 mason bee = 
12 lbs of cherries 

Handful of 
females 
pollinates  
1 acre or  
~6 tons of 
cherries! 

100 mason bees 
produce 
4 bins of 
cherries vs. 60 honey bees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It would take 60 honey bees to pollinate 12 lbs of cherries compared to one mason bee. This is our 1:60 ratio.



April - May 
Late 
March 

Sept - March 

July - Aug 

June 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bees overwinter as adults.  They emerge when it’s about 55 degrees, males first then females a few days later.  They mate, and the males are dead within two weeks.  Females forage for a few days, then begin nesting in available holes.  One hole is owned for each female.  25 trips or so of pollen gathering makes a pea sized mass of pollen/nectar. She backs in and lays an egg, then seals that chamber with about 10-15 trips of mud gathering.  The egg hatches within a week or so and begins to eat the pollen mass.  After a month, the larva has eaten all of the pollen and then spins a cocoon.  Later in the summer it metamorphosis into an adult bee, and then hibernates through the winter.

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/depts/ent/notes/Other/note109/Osmialarge.JPG&imgrefurl=http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/depts/ent/notes/Other/note109/note109.html&usg=__L78lcqKhvAkzol0M_Ba-dE3MlGY=&h=596&w=524&sz=163&hl=en&start=6&um=1&tbnid=naZ911ZWZIrTrM:&tbnh=135&tbnw=119&prev=/images?q=mason+bee&um=1&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us&sa=G�


 Nutritious pollen-filled food  
 Cocoon Nest Building Material 
 Safe nesting holes 
 Protective home 
 

 Harvesting for bee thriving 
 Winter storing for next season 

Helping Our Bees Thrive,  
Not Just Survive! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be successful at raising mason bees, there are some essential things you need to do. We’ll look at each of these essentials separately. The goal for raising and caring for mason bees to is to help them not just survive, but to thrive for next season’s pollination.



  Almost any flower; seasonal fruit, veggies 
  Pollen within 300 ft. (100m) of hole 
 

Nutritious Bee Food   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are notes only if asked:Composite flowers:. Examples: aster; daisy; dandelion; goldenrod; marigold; lettuces; ragweed; sunflower; thistle; zinnia. These are plants with heads composed of many florets. Includes about 1,100 genera and more than 20,000 species. Mason bees stay close to home—300 feet from the hole. In comparison, honey bees travel 2 miles to pollinate.Honey bees travel up to 2 miles in search of pollen. Mason bees forage closer to the nest so plant flowers within 300 ft so they can quickly gather pollen.
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Mud to enclose and protect each cocoon 
 

Small amount of mud 
within 20 ft-50 ft of nest 

Clayey mud,  
not sand or loam 

This is the #1 reason for failure! No good mud, no bees! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mason bees don’t need water sources, just mud. Mud is vital for protecting each cocoon with a mud casing. They get their moisture from the nectar and mud.  If your spring is typically rainy, then you probably have enough mud for mason bees to find on their own.We believe the BEST source of mud is through the sidewall of a nearby hole dug in the ground.  A garden with dirt is NOT a solution.  There is too much humus in there.  The bees don’t pick up grains of sand… they are looking for tiny portions of mud that they can pick up and pack into their hole.  If too wet, they can’t get it, if too dry, same issue.  The sidewalls of a hole seem to have about the right moisture content.This is the PRIMARY reason that gardeners are unsuccessful with raising mason bees.



Leaf bits to enclose and protect each cocoon 
 

The small oval 
cuts do not harm 

plant leaves 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rose leaves, which are non-fibrous are perfect for these summer bees.  A healthy yard has nice holes cut into various leaves… The cuttings do not harm plants.



      Reeds          EasyTear Tubes   Inserts &Tubes Wood trays 

Drilled wood; 
no insert 

A Nesting Hole 
 Hole/straw/reed ~5/16” and ~6” long. 
 Other holes in same area.  Each female, 

if she chooses to nest, fills about two 
holes in her lifetime. 

 

No plastic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reeds are varied size and are great for small and large bees.EasyTear straws are easy to open and you don’t need insertsTraditional straws with inserts – inserts are opened each yearWood trays that have grooves on upper and lower sides creating holes.  Best for harvesting large amounts of mason bees.NO plastic.  The moist pollen needs to wick into the paper/wood.  If it can’t, the cocoons get moldy and your bees die.Drilled blocks of wood are sold today, but people who sell them don’t realize you can’t control the pests that build up inside.  To be successful, you should “harvest” a portion of your straws/reeds each October.  This way, you can determine the health of your mason bees.  Crownbees.com has easy to ready “how to’s” in their web pages.Mason Bee preference: Wood, reeds, paper, then finally plastic if no other holes are available



 A “house” keeps nesting holes dry 
 On a wall, under an overhang, 

about head high 

Shelter for Nest Tubes/Reeds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A bee house or shelter is important to keep the nesting materials dry and away from mold.Mason bees don’t like moving houses. If there aren’t any, that’s ok, just not preferable.  The mason bees can live everywhere. Most bees will sit on the walls sunning themselves and mateFace the front entrance away from prevailing wind/rain.Try to get a sunny surface and place it about head height.  It can be located near the ground or up at 20’, we just believe that you should watch them in action.  They’re fun.  Racoons, bears, and other pests might get to them…  birds, if nearby can nest in a house.  Placing screening over the front (no smaller than ½” holes) will suffice.



Why Harvest Cocoons?  
Ensures healthy bee development 
Rescues cocoons from pests 
Helps plan your bee needs for next season 
Simple maintenance for your colony 

 

Your colony thrives ;  
Your bee population grows! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pollen mites, monodontomerus (parasitic wasps), various beetles, cuckoo bees, etc are in various parts of the country.  Pollen mites tend to be the most common.  This is why drilled blocks of wood are bad ideas.  Pests build up within the hole, and you’ll have no means of rescuing cocoons or preventing the pest from moving through the various holes.  If you don’t know what’s inside the hole, you have no idea how to correct things.People with drilled blocks tend to start a colony, but after a few years, the holes never open up.  The gardener realizes that something occurred, and either throws away the block, or just quits the whole process throwing away the block.Crown Bees has videos and huge sections of their website helping the gardener learn to do this easily.
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Why Store Your Cocoons? 
    Overwinter your cocoons in the refrigerator 

  Bees healthier in steady, near-freezing temperatures 
  Frost free refrigerators dehydrate; kill mason bees 
  Store  in HumidiBee or similar device to maintain  

     hydration 
  Wake ‘em to pollinate! 

Z Z Z Z 

Safe 
Hibernation 6-7 mos. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mason bees, like bears, survive hibernation through slowly consuming their stored fats. If it is warm outside, mason bee metabolisms speed up and they consume precious fats.  In the late winter and early spring, we see hot days without pollen available.  Mason bees come out and starve. Bees stored at constant temperatures and good humidity last much longer in hibernation.  The HumidiBee pictured here is an easy way to store your cocoons and maintains consistent hydration. It has three important protections—an air filter, a sorbent and a protective case. By keeping your bees in hibernation, you can then choose when to place the cocoons out– when there’s enough pollen and the weather seems slightly steady.  Bees can stay in hibernation for about 6 to 7 monthsBy placing cocoons out in thirds, the earlier bees will have started to nest, but may have bad weather.  Later bees will have better weather.  Cocoon returns are much more consistent this way
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Spring Mason Bee 
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL 

Inventory stored 
cocoons; buy 
more, as needed. 
Store in fridge. 

Put 1/3 of spring 
cocoons out every 
2 weeks when 
pollen starts. 

Protect filled 
tubes; place new, 
varied holes for 
other bees and 
wasps. Set out 
summer cocoons. 

Harvest  and store 
cocoons in fridge. 
They’ll hibernate 
until spring. 

Summer Leafcutter 
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL 

Harvest and store 
cocoons in fridge. 
They’ll hibernate 
until summer. 

Inventory stored 
cocoons; buy 
more, as needed. 
Store in fridge. 

Set out half of the 
cocoons. Place 
the other half out 
~ a month later. 

Store cocoons in 
fridge.   

Sign up for Bee-Mail! Crown 
Bees will remind you when 
to do what! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The calendar is a birds eye view for when to do what during the year. It is an overview. For more specific dates and times, sign up for Bee-Mail at the Crown Bees website. 
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Mason bee setup cost ~$50  
1-2 hours of your time each year  

 Put out cocoons and house ~ 15 minutes 
 Watch busy bees fill holes ~ time is up to you 
 Harvest and store cocoons  ~ 30 minutes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crown Bees’ BeeAdventure house = $17, a pack of bees = $15, shipping might be $7-9 = $41.  



 Visit www.crownbees.com: Definitive 
resource for mason bee information 
 Videos, pictures, bee info  
 How-to guides and successes 
 

 Get monthly Bee-Mail: Reminds                 
you “when to do what” 

Get Tips, Information & Expertise 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crown Bees is an education-packed website with easy solutions.  Successful gardener create successful raising of mason bees.Crown Bees’ monthly Bee-Mail (please read a few so you can help them understand it’s science-based and there for their use) reaches thousands across the globe.

http://www.crownbees.com/�
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Send excess mason 
bees to local farmers.   
Supplement honey bees 
for crop pollination. 

Bee 
Gardeners 
Adding 
Pollinators 

Protect our Food Supply with More Bee Pollinators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BeeGAP is a gardener-level effort to increase the mason bee and other solitary bee population. As the population grows, we can send excess bees to commercial crops and orchards. Crown Bees is teaming nationwide to communicate this program to local gardeners. We can make a difference in moving to a multi-pollinators to protect our food supply. 



Gardener 
• Raises mason bees 
• Shares cocoons 
• Sends excess bees             

to BeeGAP 

Farmer 
• Pollinates with BeeGAP bees 
• Supplements honey bees 
• Changes from mono to multi-

pollination of food supply 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mason bees are easy to raise.  A typical yard might start with 50-100 bees. At the end of the season, you might have 300-800 cocoons.  You can share your bees other gardeners, or join BeeGAP and Crown Bees will buy your excess bees based on market price and bee demand. Contact Crown Bees for more information on the Bee Buy Back program. While gardeners are busy raising bees, Crown Bees and its partners will be working with farmers and growers to teach successful pollination with mason bees. The process is different from that used in honey bee pollination.
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1. Learn more at www.crownbees.com  
2. While there, sign up for Bee-Mail 
3. Plant an Edible Landscape 
4. Create a Bee Haven  
5. Participate in BeeGAP 

 

6 Easy Steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BeeGAP participation is today started with Bee-Mail.  Later, we’ll have a specific program.

http://www.crownbees.com/�


Bee Data and Information 
USDA ARS/Logan Bee Lab   
Orchard Bee Association 
Crown Bees field trials   
 
Presentation Contributions 
Debbie Skow, NGC NativeBee/BeeGAP Chairman, Washington 

Carole Sevilla Brown, Author of Ecosystem Gardening; Managing Editor 
Beautiful Wildlife Garden and Native Plants and Wildlife Gardens, PA 
Jason Graham, University of Florida, Dept of Entomology & Nematology  

Missy Anderson, Mason Bee Presenter & Renter, Washington 

Gordon Cyr, OBA VP, British Columbia 

Richard Little, Ret. Entomologist, Master Gardener, Oregon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people have contributed to this presentation. Here are key participantsARS/Logan Bee The Agricultural Research Service (ARS) is the U.S. Department of Agriculture's chief scientific in-house research agency. Their Logan Bee Lab in Utah is focused on research for bee pollination solutions. http://www.ars.usda.gov/aboutus/aboutus.htm  Orchard Bee Association: an industry organization made up of commercial mason bee pollinators.Crown Bees works with the scientific community and commercial growers to create bee-safe products and environments. There are have been numerous contributors to the development and integrity of this presentation. These are just a few folks who have provide invaluable information.  You don’t have to list the people individually.

http://www.ecosystemgardening.com/�
http://www.beautifulwildlifegarden.com/author/cbrown�
http://nativeplantwildlifegarden.com/author/admin/�


More About Mason Bees 
www.crownbees.com 

[Enter Your Logo 
or Company 

Name]  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close with this slide- and leave it up while you take questions.
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